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FOUNDED IN 1873

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1935

FROM
THE

NEWS
President Roomevelt Takes
Holiday At Harvard
u,
p,-

cr Reports From
iid The Nation

Germany Beheads
Her Bad Women
0 i 3efore And After
Tho 18'th Amendment
Classless Russia
Give. Out Titles

Sudden Publicity Turns
Sandwich Man's Head
Cuban Students Tell
Government What To Do
NILS LENNARTSON-

rjPri -!dent Roosevelt left behind him
last Saturday night the atmosphere of
[1,,. gold-clause worried White House
.n„l basked in the conviviality of the
annual mid-winter dinner of The Fly
Club ai Harvard and saw his son.
Franklin D. Jr., initiated into that
organization. Besides undergraduates
0f his own college days, older men
ie had known as returning
glnmi
'old grads," and friends of his
son ' re present. No photographers,
poliii ins, or newspaper men were
alloa
Only secret service men folI
; him into the banquet rooms.
To our overworked and of late sofrequently-opposad President, the evelioliday was a welcome occasion.

BATES AND BOWDOININIIE
Outing Club Holds
AT TOP OF DEBATING LEAGUE First Co-ed Hike
Forensic Representatives Will Meet Brunswick
College And Lafayette Early In March In Contests That May DecideChampionship Of East
™n RatfS A",'1 1?owdoin a" tied at the top of the Pastern Tnter
collegtate Debating League according to the announctme, o the"
league standing-nude Monday by the secretary of the lea'ue B>th
RnS%aii
°Tl0,n have Won three debates ^is year Sf&t one
f
the
' ***
"^in '"^
^,i„
■**nee
me tieiXettelnTw^l
Tie. Lata)ette and Wesleyan
are °next
order e-i,-h
u„ •
won three debates, hut these two collets KvS&ftjTH
vote from the judges than have Bates and Bowdoin
ONE MORE ROUND
There is one more round left in the
league competition this year. In this
"rial triangle Bates will meet Bowdoin
t Brunswick and Lafayette on campus.
The debating in this triangle promises
to be of a particularly high standard
as this round will find the two league
leaders meeting each other and also
one of the two teams in second position.
Bates has led the league during
the past few years. Last year Bates
tied with Yale for foremost honors.
Lafayette was the only team to defeat
Bates in the league competition during the 1933-34 season.
BOWDOIN NEW TEAM

Bowdoin was admitted to the league
for the first time this year and has
demonstrated by her achievement thus
far that she was well qualified and able
to hold her own in the Intercollegiate
League. This final triangle will be held
in March before the spring recess.
The standing of the other teams in
the league is as follows: Mt. Holyoke
has won two debates and has a total of
seven judges' votes. Amherst has won
was
cold
the
latter
part
of
last
one debate and has four and one-half
C
:. the winds whirled biting snow judges' votes. Smith has the same
and
the
icy
hand
of
winter
Hun
standing as does Amherst. Brown and
mail . an only too evident if shortI
visit.
Middle
Atlantic
states
saw
liv.
mm three to twenty-four inches of
snoi ;. Ten deaths due to storm were
com ted between Friday and Saturday
A fine sleet which froze on
nigl
. windshield caused scores of seriou i accidents. Out at sea howling
stor is forced seven vessels to send
i-tress signals. Airway traffic was
standstill. Thousands dug out
overshoes and walked to work
tor about the dozenth time in this
win r of winters. An Ithaca paper relor' "Whittler was not present."
A debate with a team from the University of Puerto Rico will hold the
Q A:-. >ther woman. Frieda Juschnie- spotlight tomorrow evenine at 8 P. M.
TCI, ijuiixy-flve, was oelieailcJ at In the Little Theater. Edmund Muskie
PweUenaee Prison, near Berlin last '36, Irving Isaacson '36, and David
week, for the murder of her seventy- Whitehouse, '36, will be the Bates repfour year old neighbour Ida Kreuger. resentatives and will defend the negaTwo other women suffered the same tive of the proposition: Resolved. That
penalty earlier in the week on charges this house approves the extension of
At treason. Generous Chancellor Hitler Fascism.
commuted the death sentence of one
This is the second time that a Bates
Hari Enigk, who had murdered her debating team has met a team from
husband to life imprisonment because Puerto Rico, the other occasion being
mrdered man was largely re- back in 1928. The Puerto Rican desponsible for the marriage difficulties. baters are all students in the college
of law at the university. They are
e Methodist Episcopal Board of Francisco Ponsa-Feliu. a sophomore,
perance, Prohibition, and Morals Gaspar Rivera-Cestero, a senior. Otto
Riefkohl. also a sophomore, and Arrta the following:
. enty-six per cent more arrests for turo Morales-Carrion, a freshman.
kenness in the first year of re- They all are Puerto Ricans. Cestero
over the last year of prohibition, and Ponsa-Feliu have never visited the
United States. Carrion attended CoA more rapid increase in drunkenne among women than among men lumbia for one year—his only previous
visit to the United States. Riefkohl atIt. ie 226 investigated cities,
Ai five per cent increase in automo- tended high school in the north and
bile accidents and an almost ten per completed his junior year at Harvard.
Their coach, Richard F. Pattee, who
C(li I rise in motor fatalities in 1934
is accompanying the team, was as an
r 1933.
ire drunkenness in license states undergraduate a member of the brilliant debating team of the University
. in State sale ones,
ie harmful effects of beer are of Arizona.
h greater than expected. It enages the consumption of hard
ors and often is used as a cover for
Much drunkenness is due to
drinking alone.
■

All-College Elections To
Be Monday, March 18
The
Student
Council
announced this week that the general All-College elections will be
held on Monday, March 18. The
presidents of campus organizations have been requested to
have in the names of all candidates and lists of those eligible
to vote by March 4.

Jordan Scientific Club
Hears Talk By James Eves
The Jordan Scientific Club meeting
postponed from a week ago was held
last night. President Kenneth Bates
'35 presided. After regular business,
James Eves '35 gave a short lecture
on problems and possibilities of astronomy.
A cabin party also postponed from
last week may take place in the near
future.
Williams, the other teams in the
league, have each won one debate and
two judges' votes.

Debaters From Puerto Rico
On Campus Tomorrow Evening

■

Edmund Muskie, Irving Isaacson, and David
Whitehouse To Represent Bates—Visitors
Are Touring United States

• • •
■:>dreds of workers in supposedly
less Soviet Russia rejoiced last
k under the title "Nobles of Labo
The distribution of titles has
aii
greatly the campaign to estab41s
Itussla definitely as an exporting
na ion. For the first time she is not
' . • -ear an importer of iron. Similar
rei its have been effected or are being
ired in coal, petroleum, copper.
linum and heavy industries.
QOn February 5, Frank Greges, New
York sandwich man, found $45,000 and
*a< subsequently rewarded and glorifi' I for turning them over to their
°" i rs. Last week he exchanged his
»<
well-cut suit, spotless shirt and
r
ravat for the pallid pajama coat
a
»i olorless bathrobe of a patient in
the ii'lievue psychiatric unit.
T ie reason for his removal was that
,!
" ' rown-eyed little man who had
•Sptured the fancy of the city, threw a
'•"llov lodger down a flight of stairs
?** u.d other strange things. He berVt-'l he had obtained the power to
'>°sir,,y ]ife with a glance. In a morgue
■''•': e body of Michael Gryzwacz, who
':r| < ollapsed and died when Greges
;'! d at him. "I am God—look upon
"•" and you die!"
The unit director, Dr. C. N. Colbert.
Sl|
i'^"sted that Greges' upset mental
jjondKion might be due to an expanded
"' ' following the restricted fare of a
sandwich man. We know of men who
havW presumed almost as much as
Greg,68 but with expansion of diet as
Ul e pnd, however.

*

*

*

QlRead of the Cuban students. UnderKraduates 0f Havana University last
"'^ek forced the Secretary of Educa,'On. and Secretary of Commerce, both
'-tversity professors, to resign from
the government. The students said
hev
[ se did not conform to their attempts
:° t up a civil administration apart
J™m and not-interfered-in by military
ajtliorities. The students now plan a
"•'"on-wide
school strike to overthrow
'ne government of President Menieta.

These debaters are making an extensive debating tour of the United
States. Th«y are meeting, (luring this
tour, teams from Cornell. GeOrge
Washington University. Boston University, New Hampshire University,
Maine, Vermont. Yale. Bates, and Middlebury. They are also going into Canada for debates with New Brunswick
and McGill Universities.
The Bates debaters have all had
varsity experience. Muskie has debated against Boston College, the University of Florida, and has also taken
part in several radio debates. Isaacson
has debated against the University of
Vermont and Tufts this year. Whitehouse has had less varsity experience
than the other two but recently participated in a radio debate against the
University of Maine. The Bates debaters are active in outside activities
also. Muskie is a member of the Student Council and is president of the
junior class. Isaacson is a member of
the dramatic club. Whitehouse is manager of football and a member of the
Politics Club. All three of these men
are candidates for Delta Sigma Rho,
honorary debating society.
Ralph Musgrave '35 is managing this
debate.

Wedding Bells Ring At Rand
For Sawyer-Markell Nuptials

For the first time in the history of
Bates College, the sacred portals of
Rand Hall echoed wedding chimes. The
affair (one of the outstanding of the
winter season.) took place in the reception room of the dormitory. A group
of students were gathered around Miss
Harriet Durkee, of Warrensville, Connecticut, who throated "I Love You
Truly."
After this rendition, the bridal train
entered, to the strains of Lohengrin's
Wedding March, played by Ruth Trites
'36 The maid of honor was Dorothy
Shields "35, and the bridesmaids were
Betty Durell '35, and Alice May '35. And
oh ves, at the rear of the procession
strode Samuel T. Fuller '35, with his
daughter, the bride, clinging to his
arm.
The clinger, resplendent in a white
crepe veil caught with marshmallows,
celerv. and carrots was June Sawyer

'35. The procession marched to the
side of the room, where it was met by
Charles Markell '37, the groom: John
Dority, the best man; and the right
reverend Robert Walker '35, who presided over the ceremony.
The groom was handsome and
sprightly, and his appearance was impaired but slightly by the fact that
he stared somewhat askance at the
formidable double barreled shotgun
which the young maiden's paternal ancestor wielded.
After the ceremony, made impressive
by the austere presence of the editor of
the Bates Mirror, Bond Mendumanbendum Perry, the happy lovebirds
were showered with rice and put
aboard the Figure Eight unchaperoned.
Although it is whispered that the
couple journeyed to Thome's Corner,
cosy Mr. Markell made no public statement.

Lambs And Cows Once Roamed
Up And Down" Frye St. Acres^
By Nils Lennartson
The visitor in the railroad center of
southwestern Maine about I860 would
have found it to be a small and "thriving" village. The advantage of ample
water power of this particular location
had early been recognized and utilized
by Boston industrialists. At this period it was Just beginning to feel the
progressive spirit of the new industrial
era.
I ike the typical village, roads extended from it out into the neighbouring country. As Mr. Visitor traveled in
his rattling carry-all on a certain road
in the direction of the Present Greene
he could hardly realize how this same
roadway would look in seventy years.
Now as he bumped slowly along, clouds
of dust from the clay-gravel «"■*«
rose and drifted gradually over the

lines of pine-stump fences on both
sides. All was peaceful and quite unPr

Aboutna half-mile out of the village
began a wooded pasture on the left
side of the road which ran along until it
finally encircled a high sharp hill. Here
could be seen an occasional young
tamb or a rich-looking Guernsey grazing leisurely in the shade. A little in
the village direction just across the
road from the high hill was the on y
house around, a low gray building with
a very self-contained look.
Familiar Territory
The naming of all these scenes ought
to be very familiar. The village was
none other than early Lewiston; the
dustry road is-now College Street; the
sheep and cattle pasture is now broken
(Continued on Page 4)

To Sabattus Cabin

Ten Men Make 8-Mile CrossCountry Trip On Skiis
And Snowshoes
Despite the increasing fury of the
snowstorm, a determined group of
men and women left the campus last
Saturday morning at nine o'clock on
the co-educational hike to Sabattus
which was sponsored by the Outing
Club.
The men decided to make the whole
trip cross country on snowshoes and
skiis. Equipped with a map and compass, they were able to keep their
planned route over Pole Hill, to the
top of the Plateau above Thorncrag
Cabin, and" across the fields to Sabattus
Pond. They finally reached their destination after four hours of hard traveling.
The women, led by two men guides,
took the trolley car to Sabattus and
hiked from there to the cabin on snowshoes and skiis, reaching it before the
other men. The cabin was occupied by
John Dority '35, and Carl Milliken '35,
who had spent the night there. They
had a cheery fire going to welcome the
tired hikers.
When the men arrived, they found,
much to their satisfaction and joy, that
the women had prepared a hot dinner
of the most tasty and mouth-watering
food that any king ever had the honor
of eating. After the meal, some of the
hikers tried the excellent ski trail
near the cabin, some on snowshoes inspected the surroundings, and others
experienced, a few spills on the toboggan which had been brought along.
After a few hours of fun and frolic,
the whole group left the cabin at about
three o'clock and hiked to Sabattus.
From there they took the trolley car
and arrived back at the college at
about live o'clock. So successful was
this co-educational hike that Walter
Gay 35. who was in charge, hopes that
another trip will be taken in the near
future.

Complete Plans For
Annual Soph Formal
Reservations for the Soph Hop
to take place on March 9 are
nearly all taken according to
committee-man Charles Gore.
As announced last week, music
will be furnished by the Barbary
Coast Band of Dartmouth, a
group of nine players well known
through radio and private club
engagements.
Any late reservation applicants are advised to see committee chairman Al Beveridge,
Ronald Gillis. or Charles Gore.
The charge is $2.50 per couple.

Mrs. Ella Wright
Dies In Larchmont
Mrs. Ella If. Wright, 76 year old
mother of Dr. Edwin Wright, died at
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Stanley van Ripper, in Larchmont, New
York, early last Sunday morning. Mrs.
Wright baa been living with her daughter since Prof. Wright left for his European tour on the 29th of January.
Mrs. Wright was born in Mystic.
Conn., in 1859 and received most of
her early education in private schools.
When still quite young, she married
Charles Wright who died before she
came with her son to Lewiston in 1926.
Previously she had lived at different
times in New York and New Jersey.
At Bates she was a member of the
faculty ladies Needle Club, the Round
Table, and was also a member of the
United Baptist Church. A telegram
from Larchmont reporting her death
was received on campus Monday morning. The plans of her son, Prof. Wright,
who is now in Athens, Greece, are unknown. The funeral was held at Mount
Vernon. New York. Monday evening;
burial was on Tuesday at Mystic, Conn.

Bates has an invitation to participate
in a combination football game and
debate in Baton Rouge, La., late next
fall, and if the debaters and football
players can come to some agreement
with the famous Senator from Ixmisiana. it is possible that Coaches Dave
Morey and Brooks Quimby will hit the
"Long, Long Trail" for the Sunny
South.
The telegram announcing the invitation was sent to L. N. Wight '07, president of the Bates Alumni, Philadelphia. It is as follows:
Will you endeavor to arrange at once
for football date in 1935 schedule late
in your season to be played in Baton
Rouge stop Senator Long urges that
different plays of the game be debated
by both teams in the evening of the
same day when he would be willing to
serve as judge stop your prompt reply
is requested as we will invite Minnesota if you are unable to arrange
Thomas — Alabama Coach

If Bates decides to accept the challenge it has been suggested that Prof.
O. F. Cutts should be the college repre-

sentative in opposing Senator Long.
The athletic director has been both a
debater and a football player, and,
while he is not seeking any short cuts
to fame, it is a safe bet that a LongCutts debate would be a Sugar Bowl
classic.
A college administration official,
when shown the telegram, said. "I am
a doubting Thomas."
Members of the football team who
were told about the proposed clash
with the Rose Bowl champions agreed
that they would go, but insisted that
every man who scores a touchdown be
made an Admiral in the Maine navy.
The debaters, when informed of the
telegrams, were not very enthusiastic.
It was suggested that it would be more
appropriate for Alabama to come to
Bates than for Bates to go South.
It is reported that several students
are planning to write to Senator White
to see if he will lend them some money
to make the trip with the teams. The
co-eds. however, will probably write to
Senator Long himself and ask that a
special train be sent to Lewiston.

Men's Assembly Friday
To Vote On Amendments
Regarding Constitution
Two-thirds Vote Necessary To Pass Changes—
New Rules Designed To Correct Defects
POOR ATTENDANCE AT MEETING IN SPRING
RESULTED IN FAILURE TO HAVE VOTING
Provide For Changes In Manner Of Election Of Student
Council Members—IDormitory Associations Will
Be Eliminated—Amending Process Changed
A Men's Assembly will he held Friday morning after Chapel to
vote upon the amendments to the constitution of the Men's Student
Government which were introduced and explained at the Assembly
yesterday morning. These amendments were drawn up last year by
a Constitutional Committee composed of representatives of all
classes and headed by John Gross '35. They are devised to correct
apparent defects of the existing governing rules.
A two-thirds vote of all the men in college is required to pass
these amendments. Last spring an attempt was made to vote on
the proposed changes, hut there were not enough members present
to conduct the balloting.
If the amendments are to he passed Friday it will he necessary
for practically every man in college to go to chapel and to attend the
meeting. The amendments are explained in detail below.
AMENDMENT II
Resolved, That the following clause:
Amendment 1 provides for the abo- "It shall be the duty of the men of
lition of Dormitory Officers. Since this each class to elect a committee of three
part of the Constitution is not ob- to select candidates for each position
served, the committee believes that it in the Council," shall be changed to
should be eliminated.
read:
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

Amendments II, III. IV concern
Article X, Section 1. The new proposal provides for a system of nomination by a committee that would represent the whole college in place of
the present scheme of having class

A 71'i to 45'/2 victory over Colby College last Friday was enlivened by the
performance of Cliff Veysey, New England cross-country champ, in winning
the mile, the two mile, and the 1,000
yard run. Although Tony Kishon
gained 19 points for Bates, throwing
the 35 pound weight to a new record
distance, winning the discus and the
shot-put, taking a second in the broad
jump, and a third in the 45 yard high
hurdles: and Keller and Purinton both
tied cage records, Veysey s superb exhibition of stamina and speed added
the necessary sparkle to an otherwise
mediocre track meet.
Bates' one man track team. Kishon,
started off with a bang by throwing the
35 lb. weight 53.2 ft for a new record,
and then throwing the discus 150.5 ft.,
just six inches short of his own cage
record. He also took a second in the
broad jump, which was won by Keller.
Kishon then placed third in the high
hurdles which was won by Purinton in
the record tying time of 6 seconds flat.
Keller equalled the Bates indoor
record in the 40 yard dash, winning
over Nadeau of Colby in 4 3-5 seconds.
Bob Kramer of Bates and Bob Marshall
of Colby tied for first In the high jump
with the bar at 5 ft. 11% in. Lou
Meagher had little trouble in winning
the pole vault, going over the height
of 11 ft. 6 in.
Capt. Frank Pendleton of Bates ran
a fine race to win the 300 in very fast
time. Marcus of Bates tied Washuk of
Colby for second place in this event.
Bob Saunders was a surprise starter
in the 600 yard run. Pulling away from
Merrick of Colby at the 400 yard mark
his position was never threatened, and
he won in time of 1 min. 18.2 sec.
Without Veysey, Colby's score would
have looked like a sick mule. In the
mile he more or less warmed up for
the two mile run. He won going away
in the time of 4 min. 34.2 sec. from his
brother. Hollis. who trailed by about
70 yards. In the two mile run he dedefeated his team mate, Herb Deverber. by 100 yards in the time of 9 min.
46 sec.
Then, to the crowd's surprise, every(Continued on Page 3)

Committee of Seven

Cnder the provision of Amendment
II, each class would select two men
who would meet with the president of
the Student Council. In this way there
will be a committee consisting of two
delegates fron' each of the three lower
classes, and one representative of the
senior class.
This committee of seven will nominate three candidates for each position. For example, since the freshman
class is allowed two delegates on the
Council* the all-college committee will
nominate six members of the freshman
class, and in the same way nine men
from the sophomores, and twelve from
the juniors.

It shall be the duty of the men of
the freshman, sophomore, and junior
classes to select two delegates from
their respective classes, and it shall
be the duty of these six delegates to
join with the President of the Student
Council in forming a committee of
seven. This committee of seven is to
nominate three men for each position
in the Student Council, and the nominations tor each class are to be submitted to the respective classes. Each
of the three classes, at a regular class
meeting, shall select from the list
submitted to it two candidates for each
position on the Council.
AMENDMENT III
Resolved, That the following clause
be eliminated, "the members of the
Council from each class for the preceding year shall automatically be Included in this list of nominations."
AMENDMENT IV

Resolved, That the following clause
be eliminated, "these nominations shall
Class Approval
be subject to the approval of the CounThe list for each class will be sub- cil."

mitted to that class, and at a meeting
With AMENDMENTS II, III, and IV,
the men of the class involved will Article X, Section 1, would then read:
name two candidates for each position.
It shall be the duty of the men of
This means that the freshmen will
have to eliminate two of the six candi- the freshman, sophomore, and junior
dates on their list. Since the class classes to select two delegates from
must eliminate some on the list, there their respective classes, and it shall
will be no mere formality of approving be the duty of these six delegates to
the list, but instead the class must join with the President of the Stutake some definite action in helping dent Council in forming a committee
to select the nominees. After this has Of si ven. This committee of seven is
been done, there will be the regular to nominate three men for each posinumber of names on the ballot, and all tion in the Student Council, and the
of the names will have the approval of nominations from each class are to be
two groups—the committee of seven submitted to the respective classes.
Each of the three classes, at a regular
and the classes directly involved.
class meetiiiK. shall select from the
Amendment III provides that student list submitted to it two candidates for
council members are not to he auto- each position on the Council. Each
matically renominuted.
nominating committee shall place its
Amendment IV eliminates council list of nominees in the hands of the
approval of the nominees to the Coun- Student Council not later than March
Cooke Wins Three Firsts— cil, but does not do away with ap- 10. These nominations shall be subproval by a faculty committee.
Visitors Score 30 Points
ject to the approval of the Faculty
Amendment V simply removes a Committee on the Student Council.
To 71 For Yearlings
clause that would be unnecessary if
In connection with Article X, Section 3, reading: "Should the Council
The strong Bates Freshmen track Amendment IV is passed.
or the Faculty Committee on the Stuteam defeated the veteran Bridgton
Three-fifths Vote
dent Council eliminate any candidates,
Academy outfit 71-30 last Wednesday
Amendment VI makes it possible the nominating committee shall see
afternoon in the Clifton Daggett Gray
Gymnasium. The Bobkittens scored to amend the Constitution by three- that an acceptable candidate is proheavily in both field and track events fifths vote in place of the present two- vided for everyone thus eliminated";
to send the visitors back to their school thirds rule. This is a very slight the following amendment is proposed:
change. The Amendment to the Byin defeat.
AMENDMENT V
Charles Cooke, star football end. Laws is likewise a change in the vote
Resolved, That the words "the Counproved himself an all around athlete required for the amending process.
by winning the shot put, discus, and
The committee, in presenting the cil or" be eliminated.
pole vault. The former Worcester amendments, selected proposals that
Article X, Section 3, would then
Academy star threw the iron ball 45 seem to have a support among a large read:
feet 4% inches, threw the discus 110 number of students, and at the same
Should the Faculty Committee elimfeet, and successfully cleared the bar time they have tried to suggest chang- inate any candidates, the nominating
at 11 feet 4% inches to score fifteen es that would be for the best interests committee shall see that an acceptable
points by himself.
of the college.
candidate is provided for everyone thus
In the sprints the Keck-Giovannazzi
The new amendments follow:
eliminated.
combination garnered sixteen points
In connection with Article XIV, Secto add to the lead that the Luukko-CatAMENDMENT I
tion 1, which now reads. "This Conlin team had secured in the hurdles.
Resolved,
That
Section
4,
of
Ar-~
stitution may be amended by a twoThe 1,000 yard run proved to be. a field
day when the Bridgton entry found the tide VIII, should be eliminated from thirds vote of the entire Assembly";
the
Constitution.
Section
4
reads:
the following amendment is proposed:
going too fast. Howard won a fast race
"There shall be a board of Dormiover the tiring Aaskov of the preppers
AMENDMENT VI
on the last lap of the 600. The Mile tory Officers consisting of the Student
Run proved to be a good race with Officers nominated by the Council and | Resolved, That the words "twoWayne Salamine of the schoolboys out- elected by each dormitory. This Board thirds vote" shall be replaced by the
sprinting the Freshman cross-country shall meet at the discretion of the words "three-fifths vote."
star La Montagne after a duel in which President of the Council or at the reArticle XIV, Section 1, would read:
the lead was exchanged several times. quest of the Board. It shall be its duty
This Constitution may be amended
In the Jumps the Catlin-Luukko outfit to promote the convenience, comfort,
added to the total. Coyne of Bridgton and satisfaction of the occupants of by a three-fifths vote of the entire Asmade a new meet record in jumping 5 the several dormitories; and assist the sembly.
feet 9% inches.
Council and authorities in maintaining
AMENDMENTS TO BY-LAWS
The summary:
proper order in the buildings."
In
connection with ARTICLE III,
40 yard dash: First, Keck, Bates;
In connection with Article X, Secsecond, Giovannazzi, Bates; third, tion I, entitled Nominations and Elec- which reads "These By-Laws may be
Howard, Bates. Time 4 4/5 seconds.
tions, and reading, "It shall be the duty amended by a two-thirds vote of the
45 yard high hurdles: First, Luukko, of the men of each class to elect a com- whole Assembly provided that a notice
Bates; second, Catlin, Bates; third, mittee of three to select candidates of the proposed amendment be posted
Coyne, Bridgton. Time 6 2/5 seconds.
for membership in the Council. This in the usual manner at least five days
45 yard low hurdles: First, Catlin, committee shall nominate two candl-. before being acted upon," the followBates; second, Luukko, Bates; third, dates for each position in the Council. ing amendment is proposed:
Whitten, Bridgton. Time 5 4/5 seconds The members of the Council from each
AMENDMENT I
(ties Bates' record).
class for the preceding year shall
300 yard dash: First, Keck, Bates; automatically be included in this list
Resolved, That the words "two-thirds
second, Giovannazzi, Bates; third, Po- of nominations. Each nominating com- vote" shall be replaced by the words
landion, Bridgton. Time 36 seconds.
mittee shall place its list of nominees "three-fifths vote."
600 yard dash: First. Howard, Bates; in the hands of the Student Council
Article III would then read:
second, Aaskov, Bridgton; third, Mol- not later than March 10. These nomiThese By-Laws may be amended by
loy Bates. Time 1 minute 20 seconds.
nations shall be subject to the apthree-fifths vote of the whole As1.000 yard run: First, Burnap; sec- proval of the Council and of the Fac- asembly
provided that a notice of the
ond, Fisher; third, Blanchard; all of ulty Committee on the Student Coun- proposed amendment be posteu in the
Bates. Time 2 minutes 39 3/5 seconds. cil"; the following amendments are usual manner at least five days before
(Continued on Page 4)
proposed:
being acted upon.

Colby Trackmen
Frosh Tracksters
Lose To Bates
Defeat Bridgton
Veysey Places First In Three
Events—Kishon High
Scorer

RAYMOND B. FOSDICK

PRICE, 10 CENTS

committees.

Bates Debaters And Gridmen
May Mix With Alabama Teams
In Next Sugar Bowl Classic

'Industry was made for man,
not man for industry"
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PEPYS THRU THE KEYHOLE

Meet Rena

NEW5

Twenty-six years ago. in the M_,
My, how the "administrative officials" are chuckling in fiendish
iage of Fort Kent, Main,. ,lle">
too bad we cannot retaliate in
glee over their recent triumph .
curred a blessed event. A11
shall
but in
in lieu of a better revenge we
kind in this column . . •. hut
folk gathered to hear news of
all
stork. In the general ston
merely relegate them to the obnoxious obscurity to which we
^ >
gossip mongers convened, it was «
know they truly belong . . - yo ho, ye sissies!
. efeSMKl*
pered that the newcomer ■
Didst hear of the admonition of a
Editor In Chief
STUDENT STAFF 19»4-S5
And
end)
...
Can
y'imagine
that?
By ROSIE M. GALLINARI
dimpled, girl. In the dingy ,^'KI
Miuingine Editor
certain parsimonious person of the Davfs maiden blush of Sunday noon
jolm N. Dority. '» (Tel. 8SS64)
the town clerk facts were i
nd Charles Markell. '37
vicinity ... to one Atherton . . which, at Fiske bid fair to set the noble hall
A
penny
did
it.
Twenty-three
pounds
' on a
McCann. 3.
>>wg umm
In short, advised him to buy nuthin on fire, as the coeds chanted Happy of top'perwere offered by a *•«*£ square white card—Arthu
Frances Isaacson. 3i. Haroia
weight
6
pounds.
Women'*
Editor
for nobody no more at no *«*■••• Birthday, in indeed mournful num- his registration fee at the Unlversii>
Nil. LennarUon. -38 (Tel. 833G3) SS07)
intercollegiate Editor
That event which buzz*
KliTS! Klmba.1. •S3
-35 (Tel.
(Tel S«07)
Wotta weekend, this last . . . *««» the bers . . . And if you haven't heard the of Nebraska. The copper happened to
to*
Women's Sports Editor
Bo.le M. G-lllowl. (Tel. «<")
cream of the crop away . . . ^untlees storv of the tall miss who Pet»shly be 3.600 pennies which took him sev of Fort Kent, did not upset the en
•35
M»rr»ret Hoxle.
librium of the rest of tl,
telephone
calls
for
Dude
Bruce
(I
By
LESLIE
HUTCH1SSON
declared that she wasn t that kind of eral years to save. A college education But for the students ot Bat
BEPORTKRS
warn vou the next time youjail, my a eirl . . but, wait a minute! Just ask for pennies, somewhat of a record.
it was an occasion to 1>,
dear
young
lady,
you
shall
be
hailed
DANGEROUS PRICES
vour left-hand neighbor ... And Lenzi
brated. For them it held .
wfth several choice, vituperative bits) still goes around muttering "true to the
Here
is
an
example
of
academic
Prices are dangerously on the rise.
nificance as the Dionne
Then, of course. Warren was up girl back home" . . . 'tis a shame the
progress:
The advance in foodstuffs the past for the holidays . . . but: I'm not supnow hold for the Ameri
way
some
people
salve
their
conKelsi'
Freshman:
I
don't
know.
six weeks is affecting every household. posed to say anything about that
And well enough, for in
FUbi B^J8'Do"gM"orM^Cl,B.ro
sciences
...
The
Markells
wish
to
anSophomore:
I
am
not
prepared.
Moreover, they are sure to rise higher A migration of the hail and hearty ones
Packard
bundle were qualities of ..
nounce
to
their
friends
and
acquaintJunior:
I
don't
exactly
remember.
mi
SPOBTS STAFF
because of the inevitable hoarding to Sabattiss Cabin . . . Twas a dark
five might be envious.
Senior:
I
don't
believe
I
can
add
any
ances
that
they
will
be
at
home
from
™ SSAVTSSBi MSSI W. Byron Catlln "SS. John which will result. Instrumental in the and stormy nite. and the gang was now on, and that wedding presents constructive ideas to what has been
increase of prices is the impending sitting around the camp-fire ■ . . when
Goodbye, Fort Kent
Robert Fish '36. George Chamberlain 3.. 1*
already been said.
food shortage. Strange to say. we. the all at once, one of the members cried. are very acceptable, tho belated .
Leard- -38. Samuel Lcard 3».
Arthurina's avoirdupois
• • »
DEBATE STAFF
greatest wheat raising nation in the •T hear the sound of raps. Oh, say, Who slept in Dinsmore's room SaturBert Lytell, veteran actor of stage She attended school in For' K.
world, imported from September to what may it be?" . . . Then someone day nite? . . . First you see 'em, then
only could she lick any girl ir, "ie i»
last December three million bushels of flung wide the door, and who should be you don't . . . what? . . - why, Egpay and screen, visited Holy Cross recently stitution, but any boy a
Gordon
Elchway's
bangs,
of
course
..
.
Kramer
and
talked
informally
to
the
dramatic
wheat
more
than
we
exported.
BUSINESS BOARD
standing there but little Red Riding
she was fifteen, she decid
Advertising Minuter
Meat prices are decidedly higher. Hood who had lost her way in the deep says his legs are still lame from his society. He related personal experi- Fort Kent was all right
Business Mansjrr
Maimjrr
SB Oliver '85
Business
The drought has killed thousands of woods, when she ran away from the strenuous exertion of Sunday ... he ences of his travels. As a final word place for an up and coming
cattle and hogs, and yet the hog cur- Three Bears ... So the band of out- met no less than five busses, I believe the actor urged all students with abilSo little Arthurina pa.
. . Cheer up, everybody ... it you ity and interest in writing dramas to
tailment still goes on with the farmer laws took her in out of the snow, chrisadvance.
Single
Copies.
Ten
Cents.
and. with all sails set. d.-;.
a
W
don't
like
this
column,
you
have
my
persevere
in
their
aim.
getting
$15
per
hog
for
reducing
his
ft MB'JEKL.^ „w'£\ln tto"luiXVf tta Biii»e.. Manager
tened her Snowdrip, and promised to permission to enjoy Kenseth's literary
her fortune in the big bad world. Co»
Notice of A^F^S'hfciftu^cWe is (o occur
Published Wednes- herd by 10 per cent. Hog prices are keep her for the weekend, if she would production. The Garnet, which he says
lerousi
Here is a lab. story for you, with sldering her surname too
today more than twice the early 1934 wash the dishes and cook the meals
is going to try to get out soon . . . fictitious names. Ben and Ted were cognomen, she left the A
price. Clothing prices too. because of
. . Said little Snowdrip to the captain he
Fort
Kent,
and
became
Just
Rena.
Sb
the processing tax. are uncomfortably "Show me first your penny" . . . baid And Sargent, a warning . . . fapring dissecting an animal in the Zoo lab
isn't just around the corner like pros- and the conversation went something came to work at the Collegi Phara
higher.
the captain to the dame, "I haven t perity . . . 'tis too soon to tempt the
in Lewiston eleven years i
and .
Although the public is still calm in any"
ftworinttd «dtoiateJgTWS
• and thereby, folks, hangs a elements by shedding red flannels and like this:
!
that institution she still
svz
the
acceptance
of
such
an
increase
in
"Ben?"
said
Ted.
1935'
tale . . . And if you are slightly puzzled such ... so button up and keep
,1934
the cost of living, growing restlessness by my version of the incident, just
W1SCOW*
"Yes," answered Ben.
She's
Okay
is noticeable. If prices get out of hand follow the reports of the Faculty in- healthy . . . Would write more only
"Where is your right hand*"
If you are a college atai "It yoi
—as is possible—a huge protest would vestigation, whiqh will no doubt take I just had a most peculiar date, and
"Why it is holding the cat's head."
probably know her anyw
if yon
be launched. Anti-inflationists would place after they have read this with I want to muse over it . . . my apolo"Then where is your left hand?"
don't, get out from behind the booll
Uncle Sam Pepys. 3rd.
increase. However, no matter to what the aid of their internal magnifying gies!
"It's right here, why?"
heights prices may soar, the farmers glasses ... As I left portions of my
"In that case," murmured Ted, with and stroll down to the drug store,
will still fight to retain the government precious soles on the Rand Hall dance
a sigh of relief, "I've just cut through you see a black haired beauty, heigit
five feet six, weight one elg
subsidies.
this feline's leg."
floor Saturday even ... in a sad and
* « »
with a smile like a toot lip.
*
*
•
the
status
of
the
on
half-hearted attempt to cavort in
GAIN THE PROBLEM of improving
The alumni of Vermont are sponsor- can be fairly certain that's Rena,
rhythm ... I could not help but cast
"smdent'CouncTcornes before the men of the student body.
TOWNSEND SETBACK
|
ing a Father-Son, Mother-Daughter However, if you're still in dou
envious glances at the chaperones who
We notice that Dr. Townsend is re- seemed to thrill and throb to their Editors Wait For Approval banquet as an added feature to their wise, and if she comes bark
i
annual Kake Walk. It is an attempt to for every trick, then that's
treating from his original plan to end Russian Bank . . . That gentleman who
From Publishing
j
the depression. Nobody has said much is just charmed to bring joy to all,
establish a closer relationship between However, in your little r
about it. but the well meaning en- interpreted his calling quite Liberally
the parents and the college. Other col- careful not to get too fresh, [or MisJ
Association
thusiast has advanced the age limit to and Perkily Friday, Saturday, Sunday,
leges such as Williams, Amherst, and Pinette packs a mean wallop
If a poll were conducted b leten
Editors of the Garnet report that the Wesleyan have an annual banquet of a
seventy-five years. Now, the number Monday, Tuesday . . . whoops there,
mine the College's most popu
-rpent has reared its head anew. Without of eligible pensioners has been reduced Dobbin, they know the days of the make-up of that publication is ready similar nature.
* * •
we prophesy that Rena would
[■from ten million to two million per- week as well as you do ... oh yes. for the press as soon as the Publishing
' i
sons—heavily reducing the initial while reading of the Civil War, I came Association's approval is received.
All was quiet in the psychology class. prize winner. A few more fa
This number, the second of the col- A coin descended to the floor with a She attributes her success
costs. Furthermore, this self styled across the story of Stonewall Jackson
cil we might see
"country practitioner of medicine" ad- and his horse . . . Crazy over Horses, lege year, is intended to preserve the metallic ring. Remarked the professor, that she neither drinks nor
situation.
format and appearance of the first
She knows more psychology than an:
mits that it will probably take several
1
and V merit little consideration. Amendment I years to prejiare the certified lists of Horses, Horses ... All sorts of Knit- issue. Material that will be used in- "No, there is no quiz this morning."
As you know there is an extensive grind, and she's got more 'it tli;
Amendments I
ware around, some still in the embryo
pension eligibles.
stage, and some quite well developed, cludes short-stories by Glidden Parker use of coins throughout all true and Clara Bow. She orders the boy
'35, Bond Perry '35, Roger Fredland '36.
and they love it. And the stran
More and more do the supporters of and one girl says she is ready to bind and Owen Dodson. Poetry will be fur- false exams. Heads is true and the of all, although she's adored I
this plan waver and flinch before the off at the armholes . . . Al-ways a nished by Kay Richardson, Owen Dod- tails are false, or vice versa.
ed, the co-eds think she's okay
IV were passed.
.
o
of some criticisms of the opposition. The sales bridesmaid— . , . Chick Martin would son and Priscilla Heath among others.
o
However the other matters have been the subject
tax. as a means of raising money, is like it known that he is oh, so much
The
editors
state
that
they
regret
Duke Slater, of the University
admittedly a failure. In its place, the of a pestimist, our (pronounced "ar") that lax treatment on the part of the
Iowa (Iowa Cityi has the widest fc
Doctor will, by socializing the banks, cynic, realist . . - thay! ... On the Publishing Association is holding up
immune to political give and take \\, hetner or
question.
the Big Ten conference has PV
take from twelve to fifteen billions of other hand, there is Darling, who so the announcement of the definite date
known. He wears a 14% I-'F shoe.
dollars from the bankers and the overflows with the milk of human of publication.
kindness that he just loves everybody
candi- "financial ring." Another billion will . . . But aren't we getting away from
o
Eight
Tables
Representing
accrue from the closing of old age inStt^ff tactics are employ, if the -«—«-«
dates for the Council. Amendments II. III. and IV attempt to stitutions and the taxing of tax exempt the subject? . . . Let's get down to
Different Nations Lend
bonds. Carefully controlled inflation, Fundamentals (quote from Pre-Proof,
Novel Atmosphere
remedy this condition.
"3 ^atcs JTrabition"
they say. will provide money for the Big Brain Beverldge) . . . Seen it
for myself, everybody . . . Miss McArticle X Section I, of the Constitution provides for automatic initial payments.
A novel Supper Party was held by
To any thoughtful person, it is ap- Cusick is flashing an onse-tug-awd
the Politics Club in the Woman's Lockparent that Dr. Townsend and his col- sparkler ... At the track-meet . . .
er Building last evening. It was modright
amusing,
the
altercations
among
5-4 Y IT WITH ICE CREAM
leagues are proceeding along hopeeled along the lines of an international
the
officials
.
.
,
and
the
mad
scurries
conference, supposedly meeting in
lessly uneconomic lines. Their support,
Frank."Olmstead
Thinks
NewsWashington, D. C.
which has attained a somewhat for- of one of them trying to keep up with
papers Fail To Report
Eight tables at the supper were demidable size, has been mainly from N'ims, as he hurriedly staked the respective
claims
of
the
Bates
and
Colby
signed to represent eight different naexpectant pensioners. In normal times,
Accurately
tions. Appropriate decorations in the
effectively.
such a plan would have been the butt teams . . . According to tall Frank.
ELM STREET
form of vari-colored tablecloths and
But one of the main points of difficulty is the general nomination of popular criticism. But today emotion Crockwell, in a spasm of virility, broke
That
the
average
college
student
of
a
chair
...
but
Pelicani
would
never
napkins
were
provided.
The
later
proof cinddates A committee of seven from the college at large: « to has triumphed over the mind. Fed up. tell . . . The Duke and the Duchess today is not fully aware of the actual
gram included games and a clay-modelpeople grasp at this visionary ideal so
n eet w rthe President of the Council to nominate three candidate, simply explained, but the shift of the honored the occasion with their pres- conditions and social problems of the ing contest of models consistent with
present,
was
one
of
the
opening
state?or eich oosition The list of nominees for each class would then be "Townsenders" means that they are ence . . . And is it lucky, I wonder, ments in the address of Frank Olm- the nation each table represented. This
track days are over?
entertainment was directed by CarleubmTtted to the separate classes for approval with the right to on the run. They are now attempting that. Jellison's
next installment soon following stead, student "Y" secretary of New ton Maybee '36.
to improvise rebuttals to those who
York
City
colleges,
speaking
to
a
joint
Saunders seen oft with his roomeduce tt number of nominees for each **J-^jj«g?S£E know infinitely more about finance and
THIS IS A GOOD TIME TO
Prof, and Mrs. R. R. N. Gould. Mrs
In this fashion a fond hope arises that some of the difficulty ot class economics.
mate (
) and Ted's Mad (this week- meeting of the Y. M. and Y. W. in Blanche Roberts and Miss Mabel Eaton
LOOK OVER OUB
Chase
Hall
on
last
Wednesday
night.
politics wil be done away with and a more representative group
Although the United States has per- were invited guests. The committee in
charge
was
made
up
of
Elizabeth
Foswi be selected At least the candidates will have been selected by
haps the finest educational system in
ep e'entatives of the whole men's group. Since the elected.Cottncd
the world, students don't get a real dick '35. Sally Hughes '35, Frances
understanding of social problems, par- Hayden '35, Leslie Hutchinson '36 and
is to pass judgment on matters that concern all classes.
tially because the newspapers, radios, Carleton Maybee '36.
extremely wise procedure.
and other sources of information try to
keep the mass of people contented.
The onlv further approval of the candidates will be that of the
To provide an opportunity to learn
Faculty Committee. In view of the fact that the Council is in a sense
from actual contact with social conthe student arm of the administration and receives a large part of
ditions, Mr. Olmstead each summer
its powers from that quarter, this check is easily understood.
conducts a Summer Service Group of
carefully selected college students who
f We are pleased to show you and
The whole proposal is made in the attempt to eliminate as much
do thirty to thirty-five hours actual
A Phase of Preventive^ Medicine
as possible the use of log-rolling political tactics and personal < ingive Our prices
work each week in social service.
College Men find in it unusual
They visit the religious, political, and
ferences which have crept in and to insure a more'■*****«*"
opportunities for a career
From the metropolis of America to nological development, we must ex- social centers of New York City, and
Council These amendments were drawn up last Spring by a com
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
meet the leaders in these fields, thus
this,
its "northern outpost." came one pand beyond the subsistence level.
mi tee appointed by President Lindholm. Little smcere opposition
The last point made by Professor getting first-hand knowledge of modDENTAL SCHOOL
of
the
most
interesting
speakers
Bates
80 Lisbon Street
Lewi-inn
should be expected to these attempts to remedy an awkward and has ever had at a Vesper Service. Overstreet was the fact of social evo- ern trends of thought and action.
A competent course oi preparation for
SIGN
the dental profession. A "Class A"
Of particular interest was Mr. Olmstupid condition. To insure the passage of the amendments^how- "Philosophy," said Professor Over- lution. The desire to go back is a sign
School. Write for catalogue.
•BIG CHIME CLOCK"
ever it is necessary that nearly every member of the Men s Student street, "is a new way of looking at of senility. Life refuses to go back- stead's observation that members of
LEROY M.S. MINER. D.M.D . M.D.. Dean
this group who came from the South,
Dept. a. 188 Longwood Ave.. Boston. Mats.
Government Association be present to vote next Friday morning. things which have long existed, but ward. There is ever an urge, a pro- although at first displaying decided
have not, until recently, been brought pulsion, to push on to do better. Pioto realization. A new post-depression neering is the most characteristic ele- antipathy toward the Negro members
America is taking shape, and with it ment in American life. In its broader of the group, slowly changed their
IT IS OFTEN REMARKED at the seats of the inner sanctum comes the necessity of developing a meaning "the kingdom of God is with- viewpoint to one of understanding and
in you" grasps that principle of growth. fellowship as they became really acthat one of the marks of the educated man is a certain amount of new philosophy of life."
We have to build a new America on quainted with the Negros. He used
knowledge of things of the world. Frequently that knowledge
Professor Overstreet mentioned five old principles which have not yet come this as an illustration to show that
is termed culture. One might add here that it is so termed when basic values which are essential to this to light in this too individualized uni- college people will, and want to learn
it is found. For strangelv as it seems that much sought-after, evasive new philosophy. The first was social verse. Socialization is the cry of the what conditions are and how to meet
responsibility. In the words of the
them, and that they can be trusted to
substance or what you wish to call it is too rarely seen on the aver- Bible. "Bear ye one another's burdens.' new philosophy; without it, democracy come to a satisfactory solution of these
cannot hope to exist for long.
The old concept that the righteous are
age campus to be very familiar.
The Bates choir sang "Ave Verum problems if they are given the facts
always rewarded, that nice people alto work with.
For some unknown reason those individuals who have come ways have jobs, is entirely false. Corpus," and Dr. Zerby offered a prayer
Before the lecture. Dr. and Mrs.
to acquire a little of the world's wisdom feel constrained to hide that Thousands are the victims of a serious to open the service.
Mabeeentertained Mr. Olmstead at tea
o
fact. Appreciation of art, literature, or any other subject is consid- maladjustment in the world organizaThe new telescope being installed at at their home on College Street, where
ered incompatible with such matters as the manly art of self-defense. tion, a maladjustment which it is so- the University of Toronto (Canada) about a dozen students particularly inciety's responsibility to remedy. Mr. will be the second largest in the world. terested in social work had an opportunity to meet him.
We are all acquainted with the usually blatant individual who Overstreet pointed out in this connec- It will have a 76-inch eyepiece.
is constantly throwing his background in your face. There is a tion that insurance is one of man's
. .
.I
I:::::::::;:::;::::::::::::::::::
greatest inventions to soften the incicorresponding type of person who feels it necessary to use the lowest
SUBSCRIBE TO
dence of evil.
sort of language at his command, who have the "democratic comIn developing the second point, Proplex", as it were.
fessor Overstreet called our attention
The majority has a wholehearted respect for frankness. But to America's past pride in individualism which must now give way to social
why make that an excuse to avoid the employment of what little co-operation. Competition is the death
culture we may gain? Why not improve on what is sociologically of trade. We need an agreement among
business heads as to what is fair play
denoted as our social heritage?
in business. "Where two or three are
gathered together, there am I in their
midst" embodies the grandest principle
of life—the co-operative ideal. In cooperation we find life at its highest
level.
The third value in Professor OverIT IS OFTEN the delight of those people critically minded to street's scale was contributiveness as
OluD C_/Ollege C-olors
note in newspapers, especially the college publications, typo- opposed to acquisitiveness. We are sick
graphical errors. From these they go on to derisive remarks as of money makers today, who take evto the quality of the publication. We of the Lafayette staff per- erything from life and give nothing in
return. We are sick of paper property
haps feel these criticisms more strongly than others on the campus. (especially city service and U. S.
In looking over the editorial files of past issues of the "Lafayette" steel). Justice Brandeis, in his book
we came upon the following article entitled "Why Editors Grow entitled "Other Peoples' Money," pre165 Middle Street, Portland, Maine
Prematurely Gray". It will perhaps interest both our sympathetic sents all too clearly the fact that he
and unsympathetic critics. We quote the Juniata College publication: who controls the finances, governs the
country.
"In an ordinary newspaper column there are 10,000 pieces of
Fourth, Professor Overstreet emphatype. There are seven wrong positions in which each letter may be sized the need for a cultured life, with
put; there are 70,000 chances to make an error in each column, and more stress on the gracious, the huCorner of Lisbon and Ash Sts.
millions of chances for transposition. In the short phrase 'to be or mane. We have always been a hard
not to be', by transposition alone, it is possible to make 22,759,022 working people, firm in the belief that
industry is the way to virtue as well
•-;;:•:;:::;:;;•::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
errors."
—The Lafayette. as to wealth; but with our new tech-
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Vernon Holds Experiments
^4t Local Grammar School

LIBRARY FINDS
TWO PAGES FROM FORTUNE
By Vie Vandal
most
conspicuous
"Library
Find" of the week centers ahnm ,h„ H.
Tlu!
^S that .wo pages of February "Fortune" have been caretally raored om
STSrt. or at all events thoroughly removed from the central par! S^ that
ma .,-. . even more disappointing "And" resulting from this discovery Is tho
,v of undergraduate co-operation which would allow anv stnnW^ L .
act. It is not this instance alone that causes discouragement Sl^w
Its of small-time vandalism have been too consistently prevS'
81
■, half-dozen copies of the most popular news weekly, "Time " haw du™

■Si-SSriaffrhave been — - wit^'bS^K
sl instances combine to produce a most unfavorable frame of mind in
administrative officials of the Library. A liberal arts library sho™ d try
£ obtain the best material for Its students to work with, within the limits of
£ budget. Coram Library has tried to do this and will continue to o o
«nlv . talr amount of co-operation can be enlisted from the undergraduate
body.
.
•

Colby Trackmen
Lose To Bates
Continued from Page 1)

School Hoop Tourney
Friday And Saturday
The fourteenth annual Bates Interscholastic Basket-ball tournament will
be held this Friday and Saturday. The
teams picked last Sunday by the Athletic Committee were: South Portland
Deering, Edward Little, Rumford, Lewlston, and Cheverus with the winners
of a Lincoln Academy-Portland game
and a Farmington-Mexico game to be
played on neutral courts on Tuesday
to be the other two teams.
Lincoln, however, declined to play
Portland and Portland entered by default. Farmington High, with a record
of 18 straight victories, and the Farmington Normal tournament under its
belt, played Mexico last night at "Edward Little in Auburn and won 39-38.
Tonight they play Gould Academy.

osing that he was through for
e started in the 1,000 yard
railed the field for the first
run.
aps, running easily. He picked
up a b and witn two 'aPs to go breezed
„ast Danielson and ran. It appeared
was the first and only time
daring the whole afternoon that he
realK extended himself. He won by
i 30 yards in 2 min. 23.2 sec.
was the high scorer for the
squad, adding 19 well-earned
points to Hates' score. Keller was second witi. 10 points. Veysey, as Colby's
high scorer, turned in 15 points.
: was second with 7 points.
third. Distance 44.5 ft.
T' summary:
411 Yard Dash—Won by Keller, Bates.
SCORE BY EVENTS
Nadeau, Colby, second. Washuk, Colby,
Bates
9
third. Time 4 3-5s. (Equals Bates in- Discus
35 pound weight
8
door record).
300 Yard Dash—Won by Pendleton, Dash
5
Second, Marcus, Bates, and Hurdles
6
Mile
1
ik, Colby. Time 33 4-6s.
4
61111 Yard Run—Won by Saunders, High jump
8
Bati - Morrick, Colby, second. Prith- Shot put
300 yard dash
7
nm, 1 ilby, third. Time lm. 18.2s.
1
1,000 Yard Run—Won by C. Veysey, Two mile
.5
Colby. Danielson, Bates, second. Ham- 600 yard run
1,000 yard run
4
Bates, third. Time 2m. 23.2s.
5'/fe
One Mile Run—Won by C. Veysey, Pole vault
8
Colby. H. Veysey, Colby, second. Reg- Broad jump
Totals ...
. 71%
ies, third. Time 4m. 34.2s.
Two Mile Run—Won by C. Veysey,
Colby. Oeverber, Colby, second. Tubbs.
third. Time 9m. 46s.
1". Yard High Hurdles—Won by PurInton, Rates. Nadeau. Colby, second,
in, Bates, third. Time 6s. (Equals
- indoor record).
High Jump—Marshall. Colby, and
er, Bates, tied for first. Brackett.
Colby, third. Height 5 ft. 11V6 in.
Broad Jump—Won by Keller, Bates.
on, Bates, second. Washuk. Colby.
Distance 21 ft. 11 in.
P ile Vault—Won by Meagher, Bates.
shall, Colby, second. Reed, Colby
Hates. Bates tied for third. Height
11 ft 6 in.
Discus—Won by Kishon, Bates. John.■,(. Bates, second. Kramer, aates,
1. Distance 150.5 ft.
r. Lb. Weight—Won by Kishon,
Johnson, Bates, second. Merrill. Colby, third. Distance 53.2 ft.
Bates indoor record).
16 I.I). Shot—Won by Kishon. Bates.
■ .HI. Bates, second. Lafleur, Colby,

Colby
0
1
4
3
8
.5
1
2
8
4
5
3%
1
45Ms

«JSi , '"-ter-esting experiment held re?lwVn ™allace Elementary School.
Lew.ston. it was round that children
of a pre-school age prefer classical
music to jazz. This discovery was
made by Thomas Vernon, '35 who is
studying the development of artistic
behavior in children of a pre-school age
and those of primary years.
Vernon has begun a series of observations with two groups of children
twenty in each group. The first group
range up to five years old, and the second group are those who have begun
their studies in the lower grades. The
equipment includes a machine for reflecting colors, a victrola, and some
records. The tests are of two types,
auditory and visual.
In the visual tests cards were used
to bring out certain reactions. Cards
with varied color schemes were shown
and the reactions recorded. The points
involved were, color, saturation, contrast, color harmony, vertical symmetry, radial symmetry motion, and
meaning. It was found that both
groups were responsive to visual motion. That is, two figures were viewed
with jagged edges, the points arresting
the eye. Both looked the same, but one
was a little more irregular than the
other. The subjects were asked to decide which showed the most motion.
The result was recorded positive or
negative according to the reaction. It
was found that children like brilliant
color rather than black or white, in
the younger group and this desire for
gaudy show decreased a little in the
primary group.
In regard to visual appreciation,
children preferred vertical symmetry.
Radial and bilateral were exhibited in
various forms, but did not meet with
their approval.
The most interesting test was the
auditory one, which involved, rhythm,
tempo, harmony, jazz, and the meaning
of music. It was soon discovered that
in most cases the youngsters were
oblivious to harmony, and in some
instances could not apply the suggestions of music to ordinary things, such
as bees buzzing, and soldiers marching.
The quicker time was preferred in
melodies to the slower tempo. The fa1
miliar tunes were greeted with greater
1 repsonse than were the tricky novI elty numbers. All sorts of music were
used to bring out the reflections of the
children. The beautiful Prelude in B
minor was contrasted to the barbaric

Foster And Stewart
Win Debate Prizes

SENIORS DEFEAT
SOPHOMORE TEAM
A second half in which the seniors
scored 27 points broke up what started
out as a see-saw contest and gave the
seniors a 40-20 victory over the yet-towin sophs in the gym Tuesday night.
Dorrance Coleman. high man with 14
points, scored four times in the last
quarter and Tubby Stone, who netted
ten tallies, caged three baskets in the
same period.
The .summary:
Seniors (40)
Gls.
Fls.
Pts.
rf Tabbut
3
1
5
If Lenzi
3
1
c Stone
4
2
10
0 Gay
0
0
0
0
3
rg Valicenti
3
rg Coombs
0
1
l
lg Coleman
6
2
14

Co-education should not be generally
adopted in American colleges and universities was the verdict of the first
of the Freshman Prize Debates held
in Little Theater on Tuesday evening.
The winning side was upheld by Butler
Seedman. Wesley Nelson, and Grace
Jack. They were opposed by George
Windsor. Gordon Williams, and James
Foster, the latter being voted the best
speaker of the debate.
Professor Carroll and Edmund Mus14
kie '36 acted as judges for the debate
Sophomores (20) Gls.
in conjunction with the audience vote.
0
Byron Catlin, president of the Fresh- lg Dunlevy
lg Pellicane
1
man Class, acted as chairman.
In the second debate of the evening.
Donald Pillsbury and Paul Stewart successfully upheld the affirmative of the
question: Resolved, That capital pnnishment should be abolished in America. Evelyn Jones and Elizabeth Kadjperooni made up the negative team,
and Paul Stewart was voted the best
speaker. The judges were Professor
Seward and Margaret Perkins '35 with
the audience as the third judge. Grace
Jack presided as vice-president of the
Freshman Class, and both debates were
managed by Edward J. Wnuk '38.

rg Haver

<• Mallard
If Gore
if Wight
rf Duncan

1

2
2
2
0

12
Fls.
0
0
0
1
2
1
0

40
Pts.
0
2
2
5

MERRILL & WEBBER

COMPANY
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
5-99 Main St.,
AUBURN, ME.

CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA
Temperature
To date
Average
-(- or—
February
20.79
18.98
-I- 20.25
Y'ear
16.S9
18.89
—115.32
Snowfall (inches)
February
15.75
22.16
—6.41
Y'ear
72.25
43.04
-4- 29.21
Seasonal
84.50
64.77
4- 19.73
Precipitation (inches)
February
1.89
3.66
—1.77
Year
10.23
7.45
4- 2.78
REMINDER—Up until this same time last year the yearly temperature
was only 14.98, or 2 degrees colder than this year: precipitation was far
below normal —1.09 Inches and snowfall was nearly normal for the
year. 36.45 inches as compared with the 72.25 inches this year.

0

8
4
20
Referee: Spinks. Time 4 8-minute
periods.
Score by periods— 1
2
3
4
T
Visitors on campus over the weekSeniors
11
2 11 16 40
Sophomores
9
5
5
3 20 end included John Marquis ex- 36, Wesley Gilpatric '24, Bradford Hill ex-'35,
o
and Donald Smith '34.

Campus Visitors

LEWISTON SHOE
HOSPITAL
7 SABATTUS STREET
We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
Agent. JOE 1111 UN AM. '36

Change In Staff

tunes of Cab Calloways. Reefer Man.
while the ordinary waltz was paired
Harold Bailey '3G has been sucwith the sorrowful Sorceress Appren- ceeded by Nils Lennartson '36 as News
tice.
Editor of the Student. Robert Fish '3G
and Charles Markell '37 have been apVernon had to use diplomacy in pointed assistants to Managing Edthese tests in the form of a lucious itor Bond Perry '35.
lolly pop which enticed the little folks
to lend their services. These tests are
being made for Honors work and will
be incorporated in his thesis. Before
the tests were administered, considerable research had to be done, which
even extended as far as making records and writing music. Tests will continue all next week.

WEATHER
Warmest day (39.71) (Jan. 7); Hour—J8.00 (Feb. 15)
Coldest day (—4.66) (Jan. 27r. Hour—(—25.00) (Jan. 28)
Forecast record—94 out of 114.
FORECAST—Rain or Snow toward end of week.
Average Maximum Minimum
Weather
36
22
28.29
Cloudy
February 18
32
14
23.87
2.75 in. snow
February 19
38
February 20
22.00
(—1)
Cloudy: flurries
30
12
21.54
Fair, clear
February 21
6
23
Fair, clear
13.25
February 22
6
19
2.00 in.sno*', sleet
12.75
February 23
14
40
2.25 in. snow
28.92
February 24
26
39
cloudy
February 25
31.96

CITIES
SERVICE
FOR BETTER

OIL & GAS
FRED C. McKENNEY
Corner College and Sabattus Sts.
WASHING and GREASING

DOWNING'S
CANDY STORE
We Make Our Own Ice Cream
63 COURT STREET
AUBURN

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

Compliments of

TUFTS
BROTHERS

Printing Specialists
Telephone 1710
193 MIDDLE ST.

LEWISTON

LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets

BILL
THE BARBER
FOR

EDS AND CO-EDS
CHASE HALL

JAMKS P. MURPHY CO.
INC.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Lewiston Monumental Works
6-10 BATES STREET
LEWISTON
TELEPHONE 4634-R
WE CARRY

FLOWERS
FOR EVERY OCCASION
Come to us for Suggestions

ANN'S FLOWER
SHOP
" I he store of individual tervice'
AGENTS
ASHTON ATHERTON, '36
STANTON SHERMAN, '36
Telephone 4587-W '
185 Main Street

~

^JCLU^SWU

Lewiston

1

LE

kHSl
: ,;,--

ESSAGE
-i ublisiiiiig

CxO

Job Printers
Publishers

LUCKIES USE ONLY

225 LISBON STREET
Copyright 1935. The Am.rlcui Totawo Coraptnr.

Others may disappoint. I never do. I'm always mild, always
fine to taste—because I'm made of fragrant, expensive center
leaves, only. Turn your back on top leaves. I do. They're raw,
bitter, stinging. Turn your back on bottom leaves because these
coarse, sandy, grimy bottom leaves don't belong in your smoke.
Before I consider it worthy, every leaf must be a center leaf,
mild, fine-tasting, fragrant. That's why Tm your best friend.

R LEAVES...CENTER LEAVES GIVE YOU THE MILDEST SMOKE

\0O
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SPORTSJSHOTS

Frosh Tracksters
Tracionen
Go
To
Orono
For
Lambs And Cows
Defeat Bridgton
Roamed Frye St
Meet With Maine Saturday
(Continued from Page ],

BY BOB SAUNDERS

(Continued from Page 1)

Now comes that time in the sports' season when avid readers
scan the sports" sheets for various aall-teams". With the realization
that it is only fitting and proper for the •■Student" to present such
a selection for the fans to howl about we will make known our
choice of the best hockey combine in the state.

up by Frye and White Streets; the
sharp hill is Mt. David; and the lone
house is that of Dr. Nash's still standing at the intersection of Frye and
College Streets.
Perhaps most important to mention
is the fact that across the road from
Mt. David was a tract of land with
ideal conditions for building. It possessed a slight rise of ground which
sloped gradually down toward Dr.
Nash's house on one side and into a
swamp brook on the other. It was on
this spot that first building of Bates
College (then the Maine State Seminary) was erected.
Though the conditions of drainage
were good, others were far from ideal.
According to John Jones '72, now living next to Whittier House, and only
holder of the record of having attended
every Commencement Dinner since
they began, somewhere near the present center gateway by the lower campus, was a little swamp in which a
pump affair was located for the use
of Parker Hall students. The rear of
Parker is the least changed in appearance of any part of the original twentyfive acres.| For a long time, however,
the Lake Andrews "brook" ran down
by the present hedge laboratory and
Chase Hall, finally emptying into the
gulley across from the Armory. The
fact that much of the ground under
Chase Hall and the Women's Locker
Building is "made land" (filled in) was
discovered at much expense during
the construction of these buildings. At
present these fllled-ln portions are reinforced by from eight to twelve feet
of concrete.
Used To Cut Hay
For a long time the area in front of
Hathorn Hall was dotted with rotting
pine stumps.' One of the privileges of
the head janitor was to cut the campus
hay for his own stock. A graphic view
of the early appearance is given in
President Chase's Semi-Centennial Ad-

Colby Line Best
That Colby forward line Is one of the
best In New England college ranks
(Joe Murphy puts it on top) and can't
be broken into by any other player in
the state. Each man has all around
ability and together they team up like
a charm. Fast, clever, and hard to
cover, each one packs a hard, accurate
shot. So put down Rum Lemieux, Al
Pagganucci, and Hocker Ross, as the
Colby representatives on this here
team. Dropping back to defence we
give the berths to Pete Mills, who
paced Bowdoin to some fine wins after
he Joined a rather weak team at midyears, and to Chick Toomey of our
scrappy club. Chick did some mighty
flue defensive work and kept Bates in

the game with his solo dashes. And
to Mendall, we say how to go, for
some mighty fine efforts. Now comes
the headache, and out of the headache,
the Steer of Bowdoin for goalie. Our
own Captain Carl Heldman is such a
remarkable goalie and turned in such
sensational performances behind a
weak team that it seems too bad to
keep him off any such selection, but
this man Steer steered away too many
sure scores to miss out on the position.
But that, someone will say, is the same
team that Winston picked in, the "Telegram," except that we didn't do any
coin tossing. And to that all we can
answer is that the work in the "Telegram" must be improving.

Close Competition In Se^al Events-Kishon And
Frame In Feature Duel—Freshmen Not lo
Be Members Of Garnet Team—bates
Winner A Year Ago
In what promises to be one of the
most interesting as well as close meets
is scheduled for Saturday when the
Maine Bear entertains the Bates Bobcat at the former's cage. Last year
Bates won the dual meet by five points
and this year's meet promises to be as
close if not closer.
The recent Bates-Colby meet showed
Bates' strong points as well as her
weak points. Bates will be strong in
the dashes, broad jump, high jump,
weight events, and pole vault, while
Maine will garner many points in the
middle distance and longer races and
will collect many seconds and thirds

which adds up in an unbelievable manner.
The recent decision of Coach Thompson not to allow Freshmen to be
eligible in track necessitates taking
a squad not numbering more than
25 men. Of these 25 men, such men as
Kishon, Johnson, Keller, Meagher,
Kramer, Saunders, Pendleton, Purinton, and Danielson will more than
likelv gather firsts or at least seconds
in their specialties, but the rest of the
squad cannot be counted on to score
more than five points.
Considerable credit must be given
to Coach Thompson and his squad
when one realizes that an eight man
team took third place in Class A of
the recent University Club games and
these eight men together with the rest
of the squad gave Colby, a team with
surprising strength, a decisive beating.
Without-doubt this team will make it
an interesting meet all the way.
Among the features will be Kishon's
duel with Frame, his recent conqueror
in the U. C. games, and the races between Pendleton and Huff in the 300
yard dash, Danielson and Marsh in
the 600, Saunders and E. Black in the
mile and Purinton and Goddard in the
hurdles.

dress in the Bates Bulletin of March,
1915:
Bowdoin At New York
"The grounds, indeed, were treeless
The Department of Physical Educaand ungraded and terminated beyond
tion for Women has announced that
Spectators at the Colby meet Satur- that some athlete in a little college in
Hathorn Hall in a rough hummocktheir annual demonstration will be held day saw Tony Kishon toss the 35 lb. Maine has broken Dreyer's world
sown cow pasture . . - nearly opposite
on Thursday evening, March 14, in weight 53 feet 2 ins. and little realized record. Tony has been throwing from
the site now occupied by Milliken
that that mark would have taken sec- a more upright position as shown him
Rand Gymnasium.
House was a small, circular artificial
The demonstration this year is to be ond place in the nationals at New York by Larry Johnson, the most modest of
pond, with a rude wooden pump ... I
in the form of a Garnet and Black on Saturday. Dreyer of Rhode Island our athletes, who might have well
was ready to respond somewhat later
Tournament, and will be conducted broke the world's record in the na- placed himself at New York.
to the call for volunteer tree-setting
Now that Bates has several topnotch
throughout in true tournament pro- tionals with a toss of 55 ft. 3j?-4 ins.
and was one of sixty or.more young
cedure. There will be many worth- The former record was 55 ft. 7-8 ins.. athletes the problem arises as to
men who on tree day marched to the
while attractions: among them a spe- set in 1928 by Woody Wright. Dreyer whether to have dual intercollegiate
neighbouring woods with shovels to
cial entrance feature: folk and natu- also holds the intercollegiate record meets or to send the stars to the natransplant the coveted elms."| Other
ral dancing under the direction of of 55 ft. 2 1-4 ins. I-ou Lepis. former tional meets. Bowdoin seems to have
information concerning the developMiss Mildred Fisher; character danc- Manhattan weight man. took second solved the problem very well by not
ment of tree beauty can be found in an
Hanover, N. H., the home of Darting, stunts and tumbling under the place with 51 ft. 6 ins., while the third having any meets until March, which
article, "Our Campus Trees," by Prof. mouth College, is the ski capital of the
direction of Prof. Lena Walmsley; in- place went to Mort Reznick, N. Y. U. gives a chance for men to enter the
William Sawyer in the November, 1933, world. There are 1,700 pairs of skis in
dividual corrective work, and competi- star of former days for his 50 ft. 5 in. nationals. Niblock, Good, Porter, and
Alumnus.
tive Garnet and Black games. The effort.
Soule competed at New York and acthe town.
tournament will close with the awardMore details of interest about the
Last Tuesday Kishon was getting cordingly Bowdoin received a great
ing of numerals and sweaters and the out several throws that measured 56
early campus and its surroundings
CALL
announcement of the tournament win- ft. which all means that some day the deal more recognition than did Bates
could be enumerated. It is impossible
to read of them without gaining a feelsporting world will wake up and read in its victory over Colby.
ner for 1935.
ing of highest respect and admiration
Results of the W. A. A. Garnet and
Dopesters In Parker
for the men who founded this instituBlack competition in winter sports of
FOR REAL COURTEOUS
tion as a place of "religious and eduOne of the favorite indoor sports and Spinks. while another attempted
a week ago:
TAXI SERVICE
to
show
how
poor
these
gentlemen
Crow's
Nest"
and
deals
with
sidelights
among the Parkerites lately has been
cational" advancement in the face of
Snowshoe Dash
LEWISTON,
- MAINE
really
were.
We
would
just
like
to
add
and
observations
of
student
life
at
the doping out of the track meets on
Gellerson 1st—Garnet
great obstacles.
comparative team performances. John- one comment and that is we would like West Point.
Tomilson 2nd—Black
ny Cooper, Al Carlin, and Lou Measlier to see anyone else put on the tournaDenton 3rd—Black
got together and figured the Colby ment as efficiently as Bates has in the
Ski Dash
BRING YOUR FILMS TO
meet 74 to 43. When the actual out- past. The high schools don't know how
Gray 1st—Black
come of the meet turned out to be 71'^ well off they are in having the tournaUS FOR DEVELOPING
Gellerson 2nd—Garnet
to 45V2 we figured they had something ment run by a neutral organization.
Goodwin 3rd—Garnet
AND FINISHING
A volume of poetry has just apon the ball and looked up their doping
IS FOR
PHOTOGRAPHER
Ski Down Hill
on the Maine meet. They give a close peared on the book-stands written byRice 1st—Black
24 Hour Service
decision to Maine by a 59 to 58 count. Frank Halliday, outstanding athlete
VISIT THE NEW
J. Walker 2nd—Garnet
Our own figures favor Bates by the during his two years at Bates in the
Miller 3rd—Garnet
STUDIO AT
same score. At any rate the meet late nineties. Mr. Halliday transferred
A COMPLETE LINE OF
shapes up as one of the best things and graduated from Dartmouth in 1901.
Ski Up Hill
135
MAIN STREET
and
later
received
his
LL.B.
from
CLASS ROOM SUPPLIES ON
Rice 1st—Black
seen in track since the last state meet
Maine.
SALE FOR YOUR
Blake 2nd—Garnet
at Colby.
Lewiston
He practiced law at Newport and
Final score, 11 to 10 in favor of
CONVENIENCE
Ollie Cutts was not too tactful when New York, and for a time taught law at
3 Minutes from Campus
CARL HELDMAN. '35. A*ent
Blacks.
he told the press that the Faculty Com- West Point. He is at present chief of
DROP IN BETWEEN
Basket-ball Teams:
mittee on Athletics was not in favor
TELEPHONE 2134
CLASSES
TELEPHONE 1817-W
Garnets — Frye, Thomas. Hughes, of having playoffs to select the last the Central Patent Section of the War
Murray, Wing. Goodwin. Webber, Cor- two teams for the tournament but Department.
The little volume is entitled "The
son, Kimball, Howes, and Miller.
did so because they felt they had to.
Blacks—Testa, Mclnnis, Whittaker, The newspapers made a lot of the
Ham, Wheeler, Martin, Haushill, and statement in following out their policy
Moyes.
of panning the Bates tourney. One
Score: Garnets—28
paper, however, did approve of the seBlacks—22
lection of the officials, Roundy, Mahan,
Fisher, Referee; Walmsley, Umpire.
o
THE BLUE LINE
University of Kentucky (Lexington)
LEWISTON - RIMFORD - FARMINGTON
students do their hitch-hiking in lux_ .,
urious style. When two of them recent- Lv. LEWISTON
7:45 A. M-, 1*0 P. M.. 6:00 P. M.
ly decided to make a trip to Cincinnati,
Lv. RUMFORD
they donned their R. O. T. C. uniforms
7:35 A. M.. 12:60 P. M.. 4:50 P. M.
so that they could be identified as col- Lv. FARMINGTON
legians. Then, to expedite matters, they
7:30 A. M. 12:46 P. M.. 4:45 P. M.
called a taxi and rode to the city limits.
By MARGARET HOXIE
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J. E. LaFlamme

The College Store
Bates Students

The Quality Shop

A. G. SPALDING
ATHLETIC GOODS

DROP IN
AFTER THE SHOW

Skiis

Basketball

OR
WHEN DOWNTOWN

Skates

and Track

FOR A

Snowshoes

Supplies

G. R. Hunnewell Fur Co.
57 Court Street

Auburn

RWl
.

C^ T

VV •

LEWISTON

ARF

Registered Druggist

V>L/i\I\ J\.

Pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Corner Bates and Main Streets

LEWISTON, MAINE

LEWISTON RUBBER CO.
Rubber and Sporting Goods of All Descriptions
SKATES, SKIIS AND HOCKEY SUPPLIES
213 LISBON STREET
LEWISTON

GET IN ON OUR REORGANIZATION SALE NOW GOING ON
SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO BATES STUDENTS
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE
109-111 LISBON ST.

CORTELL'S .

LEWISTON

JEWELERS
LEWISTON, - MAINE

Maine
Athletic Supply Co.
Sporting Goods
Suede Leather Jackets
Sweat Shirts, Etc.
STRAND THEATRE BLDG.
226 MAIN STREET, LEWISTON
Telephone 3732

the cigarette that's milder
the cigarette that tastes better

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Barnstone - Osg< >< ul

WE have buyers in all the tobacco markets of Turkey and
Greece, including Xanthi, Cavalla,
Smyrna and Samsoun.
And at Smyrna Chesterfield
has built the most modern tobacco plant in the Near East.
Here the spicy, aromatic Turkish
leaf is sorted and graded under the
eyes of our own tobacco men.
Then it is put away to age in its
own climate for two years or more
to make it milder and better-tasting.
When you blend and cross-blend
the right kinds of aromatic Turkish
tobacco with mild ripe home-grown
tobaccos as we do in Chesterfield
you have . . .

Beverages of All Kinds On Sale

15 SABATTUS ST.

PRIZE CUPS, FOL>i \1\
PENS, LADIES* SILK
UMBRELLAS AND LE \ I HER
HAND BAGS
LEATHER BILL FOLDS
BOOK ENDS, CLO -

a business in itself...

COLLEGE CAFE

Telephone 2396

We can show you a \ ariod
selection of

T/ie selection, buying and preparation of
the right kinds of Turkish tobaccos
for making Chesterfield Cigarettes is

Refreshing
Light Lunch

Skier's Equipment

One mile run: First. W. Salami.
Bridgton; second. La Mont
third, Rogosa, Bates. Tim,- |
59 3/5 seconds.
High jump: First, Coyne, Hri<]g,0„.
second, Luukko, Bates; thin:. . S|j
son, Bridgton and Catlin. Bal
5 feet 9% inches (new mee:
)r<h
Pole vault: First, Cook.
ond, Whitten, Bridgton:
' '"'
Tupp, Bridgton, and See.:fci
|la.
Height 11 feet 4% inches
,v m^
record).
12 pound shot put: First, f'00i,.
Bates; second, Whitten.
third, McKinnon, Bridgton
45 feet 4% inches.
Broad jump: First. Luuk
Batessecond, Catlin, Bates; third.
Bridgton. Distance 20 feet
:nch '
Discus: First, Cooke. I;
R. Thomas, Bridgton; third. !. 1 -lonias
Bridgton. Distance 110 feet.
o
Approximately 45 per .
freshmen at Washington I
(St. Louis) are related
dents at that Institution,
ling t0
figures compiled from
cards. Although not all fri
n fine(1
out the special cards, i
listed more than Sou :
formerly attended the univ
o
Don Faurot and Chaun
University of Missouri i (
coaches, both have master's 'legrees

AUBURN

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
LEWISTON, MAINE

Handling Turkish tobacco in
the Liggett & Myers modern
factory at Smyrna, Turkey.

(&-&Z aVi.
MONDAT
WEDNESDAY
SATURDAY
LUCREZIA
ULY
RICHARD
BORI
PONS
HUM u
KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 P. M. (E. S. T.) —COLUMBIA NETWORK

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
11935. LIGCBTT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

